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2,248
That’s a BIG number
That is how many repairs Tyler Berry, our dedicated Porsche
specialist, has completed on Porsche vehicles in just the last five
years (he has been here for 8). These include IMS Bearing Upgrades,
Turbo Water Pipe fixes, Timing Belts, Suspension Upgrades and
Performance Alignments along with regular routine maintenance
and repairs.
That’s a lot of experience and is why Rennstatt is Ann Arbor’s
Premier Independent Porsche repair specialist. If you are in need of
any service on your Porsche, please let us know how we can help
you! Call us at 734-761-1088 or info@arbormotion.com

Briarwood Mall

State Street

Rennstatt is the Performance Division of Arbormotion

669 State Circle

669 State Circle, Ann Arbor, MI 48108  734-761-1088
w w w.arbormotion.com/rennstatt
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From the Front Seat
By RSR President Peter Grant

At the risk of stepping on the toes of our
resident 944 expert…Skip Kuhn…I’d like
to tell you about the most recent “fun
times” I’ve had with my track car…a
base 1986 944. It all started last year at
our end of year DE at Waterford. There
was a photographer there taking and
then selling images of our cars on track,
and I couldn’t help myself from buying one of my Guards
Red 944 taking the apex at Big Bend. I was quite pleased
with the image, but realized when I got home that, upon
close inspection, you could see daylight under the inside
front wheel! WHOA! This started me thinking that I needed
to do something to keep that inside wheel planted firmly
on the track, and that led me to purchase an upgrade sway
bar set from Dave Lindsey at Lindsey Racing…a 35mm front
bar and 22mm adjustable rear bar. These were installed
over the winter rest period and spring this year came with
eager anticipation to see what effect the new bars would
have on the car’s handling. It also came with the pandemic!
My first track event thus turned out to be at Grattan
instead of Waterford, a track I’m not very familiar with as
the big event there was always held on Father’s Day (which
I reserved for my daughters). I went out and threw the car
around as best I could…troubled by a “clunking” sound
every time I loaded the front end in a turn. Long story
short…the left front outside sway bar link failed under the
stress of the new, much stiffer bar. This in turn meant I had
essentially “no” bar in right hand turns, allowing the car
to “sway” significantly…significantly enough to wear the
inside edge of the right front tire to the chords. Thus ended
the first trial of the new sway bars.
New front-end outer links and a couple of adjustments
later, I headed to Waterford in August to give the bars a
new trial…running on a set of new “street/track” tires. The
bars worked great and the car was wonderfully neutral and
“tossable” …the tires, not so much. But that’s a different
story. Interestingly, the “clunk” was still there even though
the new end links held their ground against the super-stiff
front bar. Hmmm?
Back in the garage with the car up on jack stands and
the front tires removed, I grabbed the right-side rotor and
ran the steering rack back and forth…and sure enough,
there was the “clunking” sound, but it was coming from
the other side. Switch! Here, I could see that the upper
spring plate was not turning and the spring was “winding

up” and then releasing when the force of the wound-up
spring overcame the friction of the stationary spring plate.
The bearing in the adjustable camber plate had failed and
seized, holding the upper spring plate in place. The camber
plates were so old that the company who made them was
no longer in business, but a call to Steinel (who prepped
the car many years ago) told me that Elephant Motorsports
had an excellent replacement piece. They were ordered,
installed, and the car back on all four tires within the week…
ready to go. Unfortunately, our final DE was cancelled so
the car was all dressed up with nowhere to go.
One might hope that this 944 “saga” was over at this
point with the car ready to settle down for a long winter
nap awaiting next season’s DEs. RIGHT! Or maybe not.
Unwilling to put the car away so early in the season, I
decided to take it out for a drive just to keep it limbered up
and sense how the car felt without that annoying “clunk”.
While stopped at a traffic light on my way out of the city,
I noticed smoke coming from under the hood! A lot of
smoke! A quick pull over into a parking lot revealed oil all
over the rear of the exhaust manifold (hence the smoke)
and a disturbingly large puddle of oil forming under the car.
Lady luck was smiling at me as I was not yet far from home,
so I high-tailed it back to the garage (of the new cement
floor), literally leaving a trail of oil droplets along the way
(and all the way up the new driveway!). To add insult to
injury, it dumped a nice puddle of oil on the new garage
floor before I could get a piece of cardboard under there!
Grrr! However, even more lady luck was with me as had I
decided to put the car away for the winter, this would have
happened on the way to or even at the track, and there
would have been no driving it home from that distance!
So where, you might ask, was all this oil coming from?
Good question, and I looked high and low (that is, from
the top and bottom of the engine from every angle I could
manage), and all I could see was oil dripping from the rearmost exhaust manifold stud. How could it be coming from
there? I even consulted with our previously mentioned
944 guru, wondering if there could be an internal crack in
the head that was allowing the oil to escape there? Not
something he’s heard of. So back to more searching. Tim
Pott suggested cleaning things up as much as I could before
starting the car and looking again for the source of the leak.
This ultimately did the trick, and I found the cam tower
(Continued on page 19)
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RSR Calendar of Events
As a result of the Michigan State Governor’s Executive Directives regarding the coronavirus pandemic
events shown here are only to facilitate members’ calendars of what might be available under changing
conditions. Watch for Rally Sport updates in your email.
October 5 (Mon.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- TBD

November 2 (Mon.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- TBD

October 17th (Saturday) 10:00 AM: Fall Color Tour starting at the Brighton Costco -- Hosts Sally & Stewart Free,
Doug & Joanne Ash and Al & Claire Utter (see ad below)

November 8 (Sun.) 10:00 AM: Annual Polar Bear Run Zeeb
Road McDonalds (see ad on page 26)
December 7 (Mon.) 7:00 PM: RSR Club Meeting -- TBD

Other Events of Interest
Monthly: Third Saturdays (July-October): Cars & Coffee at
Zingerman’s Roadhouse Ann Arbor (see ad on page 29)

October 22 (Thur.): Drive to the Rennsport Dragon Rally October 23 (Fri.) -- October 25 (Sun.) (see ad on page 13)

To make the start of the event easier and more Covid-19 compatible the hosts would appreciate it if you would download, print,
sign and bring the two following waivers to the event.
The PCA Communicable Disease Waiver
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t5xv0fgil3wpsyr/PCA%20Communicable%20Disease%20Waiver%2020200625.pdf?dl=0
& The PCA Release and Waiver of Liability
https://www.dropbox.com/s/akz4mziix4lvdez/2020%20Color%20Tour%20Insurance%20Waiver.pdf?dl=0
Please remember that each participant must complete a separate PCA Communicable Disease Waiver
but multiple participants may sign one PCA Release and Waiver of Liability
Both waivers must be printed in color to preserve the red text.
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.

Gran

er Av

e.
Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Membership
Current Membership 537*

* Includes 327 Primary Members

Welcome New Member
Ricardo Romero
Shelby Township, MI
2004 Seal Grey 911 Targa

Member Anniversaries
Dave & Mary Gingrich........................ 44
David Finch......................................... 26
Don & Kristin Darnell.......................... 19
Paul & Harry Grusche......................... 15
Roger & Lisa Shultz............................. 11
Carl & Mary Burton............................ 10
Kirk & Julia McCardell......................... 10
Manny & Nancy Barbosa...................... 7
John & Kelly Shoemake........................ 5

Curtis & Diana Yanoski.......................... 5
Manuel & Ruth Tenorio-Rios................ 4
Stephen & Diane Salata........................ 3
Chris Callison........................................ 2
Jay Kukor & Nancy Harris...................... 2
Steffen & Annika Preg........................... 2
Dave & Michele Callanan..................... 1
Dennis & Pat Huibregtse...................... 1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form located in the forms
section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to both Panorama, the official PCA
magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer, the Rally Sport Region newsletter.
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson, Glenn Trapp (1834
Woodcreek, Brighton, MI 48114), for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-2277854 or gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive Director:
Vu Nguyen, PO Box 6400, Columbia, MD 21046 and to RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com. This will
ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special note of this when dealing with PCA
national.
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Your Import Experts

Call for an appointment. We are open:
M-Th, 8 am - 8 pm
Fri. 8 am - 6 pm
Sat. 9 am - 5 pm
3080 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan
service@munks.com
248.681.8081

Michigan’s #1 Rated Bosch Service Center
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The 944 Chronicles
By member Skip Kuhn (see other articles by Skip at http://exclusive.multibriefs.com/author/skip-kuhn)

So, it is October already, or it will be by the time you read
this. The 944 has received lots of attention since April but
absolutely no track time and only just enough road time
to almost claim that it has not been neglected by its easily
distracted owner and custodian yours truly. In all honesty
the majority of 944 time this season has been spent either
fixing or updating things in a rather random or shall we say
unprioritized fashion. With there not being any requirements this year to have the 944 ready for PCA track events,
work on the Porsche has been shall we say spontaneous
and inspired, not necessarily ordered, disciplined, and methodical.
And it is not that I did not attend track events, I did. This
year was the year of the Honda. I focused on Waterford
Hills Open Track Days (OTD’s) with my 2017 Civic Si. WHRRI
track days are well run and fun. Lots of track time and an
interesting mix of cars. I am in the intermediate group, so
I get to run with anything from brand new C8 Corvettes to
Miatas. And I must admit passing a Corvette running on a
damp track with semi slick track tires is kind of fun. While
the Honda is not the Porsche, it is my daily driver so why
not get more acquainted with it. That is one of the purposes of DE right? Besides, now I can and do replace the
front brake pads on the Civic just as quickly as I did on my
Chrysler minivans, and they got replaced a lot. The Honda
dealer in Toledo now knows me on a first name basis.
Which brings me to the 944. Why not track the 944 at
Waterford events instead of the Civic? Well, because I am
kind of busy screwing around with 944. And, as anyone
who owns a house understands, some problems just refuse to fix themselves. Every morning you get up and go to
the kitchen and that same faucet is still dripping. Or as in
my friend’s house, that same toilet still runs intermittently
after half a decade of discussing what he needs to do to fix
the problem.
But as an engineer, I understand entropy guarantees
that inanimate objects do not fix themselves. The engine
oil leak in my 944 is not going to repair itself. Every time I
take the car for a drive it marks its territory on my garage
floor while it was cooling down. While this is acceptable
behavior for my MG (being British and all) it is not considered good manners at a track event nor for the 944. My
local Porsche repair wizard has even suggested to me that
perhaps I am not utilizing my troubleshooting skills to their
fullest extent before soliciting his professional skills and advice. The nerve! So, the choices were to park the Porsche
on the grass at the track to hide its bad habit or just take

the Honda instead. The latter was much easier and more
honest. Besides, learning to pilot a front wheel drive hot
rod makes me think, and it expands my skill set.
Besides tracking the Civic instead of the 944, I have another of this season’s admissions. When all else fails having another one or two “non-running” cars sitting around
in the driveway can and does inadvertently lead to them
being designated as “parts cars”. This is entropy at work.
And not only parts cars but practice cars for taking things
apart and putting things back together again.
Case in point, the steering column bushing for the primary brown 944 had disintegrated allowing the steering wheel and column to move up and down in a rather
random and disconcerting fashion. A few minutes of internet time pointed me to the bushing involved and the
steps required to replace it. Being an impatient sort of guy,
I immediately grabbed the tools and robbed the required
part from the free 924S resting in the driveway. Problem
solved. While I was at it, I also lifted the cooling fans and
other random bits from the car like the carpet and gauges.
Although I did not intend for the 924S to become a “parts
car” it’s eventual purpose as a Bonneville car made the decision an obvious one. The bushing I can replace later for
a few dollars when the car is ready to become a Bonneville
flyer while the carpets and gauges were going to be deleted anyway. Besides, the red, black, and white gauges
from the 924S look so much better than the yellow gauges.
So just fix the oil leak and stop making excuses.
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RSR Elections
By Secretary Mary Ann Kantrow

The Candidates are:
Charlie Brown III
I rejoined PCA five years ago after a hiatus. I was a Board
member and Enthusiast of the Year in SMR back in the early-80s. And their representative (along with the Alfa Romeo
club) for the Detroit Council of Sports Car Club (autocross
organizer in The D). I bought my first Porsche, a ’64 C Coupe
in 1974, which I owned for 42 years (turning it from very
stock to mild-Outlaw over the years) until selling it four
years ago to buy back my ’58 356A Coupe SCCA E-Production/Vintage race car, spending time & money as available
to make it (reasonably) streetable. Have had a Convertible
D and a 911 along the way. ‘Been interested in cars most
of my life, but got hooked when my junior high guidance
counsellor gave me a ride home in his silver over red splitwindow ’63 Corvette! ‘Don’t remember his name, but his
car …! I learned to drive in my Dad’s ’62 VW Beetle. ‘Wish
I’d known as much about flat-4 engines then as I’ve learned
doing 356 engine rebuilds — would have been useful when
I blowed’r’up on the Interstate trying to match the owners
manual top speed MPH (I did +1 mph, then BOOM!!!). I’ve
spent 40 years working for three of the Big Four auto companies; primarily Chrysler where I spent 23 of my 31 years
working on Viper, Hellcat & Demon engine design. Highlight
there: driving a half-dozen laps at Nürburgring Nordschleife
during the 1996 Viper Coupe’s long lead press preview. I’ve
enjoyed instructing at the RSP HPDEs the past four years
— my way of giving back. I see being on the Board as another opportunity to give back to the club. While I’d love to
see some younger blood on the Board this old dog still has
some good ideas to contribute.
Jon Heidorn
I’m excited to run for a board position and look forward to
serving the RSR members. I’ve been a Porsche owner &
PCA member since June 2010 and really enjoy the club and
its people. As many of you may know, we’re celebrating our
7th year of Ann Arbor Cars & Coffee which I started with a
core group of RSR members and has now expanded to over
12

125+ cars any given Saturday (still great turn out by the local RSR members). I enjoy the club’s spirited fall color tour
along with the polar bear run and the many social events
such as the annual holiday party, soaring, etc... I look forward to serving the membership as a board member.
Matt Huber
I have been a member of PCA since 1990 with the purchase
of a 1986 944 Turbo. Immediately joined CA and attended
all the social and track events that Dru (my understanding
wife) and I could. Then became one of the original charter members of RSR and the Interim president negotiating
with National and SEM to create the RSR chapter. Once the
chapter was up and running I served two terms as president. Since then our family has been very active in track
and social events alike. We have been constant members.
Since owning the 944 turbo we have owned an ’87 930,
’92 968, and ‘07GT3. So our family has been bitten by the
Porsche bug.
Phil Mather
I have been a member with RSR since 2009 after meeting
Christian and Valerie at the Rolling Sculpture Car Show. I
began instructing in 2010 and have enjoyed sharing my
knowledge with students for the last ten years. I am currently the Assistant Chief Driving Instructor and Co-track
chair. I am an automotive suspension engineer by day, husband, and dad to a fabulous daughter the rest of the time. I
feel that serving on the club board will allow me to expand
my involvement to the club in more areas and share my
knowledge in other ways.
(See 2020 Election Ballot on facing pager)
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Easy Peasy
Story and photos by regular contributor Emmanual Garcia, RSR’s Cranky Webveister (see his blog at Crankydriver.com)

My 1989 Porsche 944 Turbo was immobilized for over a year
after I decided to work on one of the most critical components of a car—the radio. Without a radio, a car is not
driveable.
This could have been a good pandemic project, but I
actually started back in the summer of 2018 and didn’t
finish until the end of summer 2019—over a year later. This
was supposed to be an easy winter project, but on an old
Porsche, no project is ever easy or straightforward.
I didn’t actually start off trying to replace the radio. I
was just going to replace the center arm rest cover because
the hinge for it broke—one of those typical things that
break in this car. When this car was new, that hinged cover
opened the door to the world of cassette tapes (kids, go
ask your parents) which the original radio in this car played.
I thought, while I’m fixing that, I might as well replace the
radio since they happen to be in the same car.

I replaced this Sony ten years later in 2008 with the
Alpine iDA-X100 so I could use an iPod (kids, go ask your
parents what Apple product they owned before the iPhone)
in the car. I was pretty happy with this head unit—it’s got a
giant volume knob!—until I decided I wanted navigation in
this car.

The Blaupunkt equalizer is there just for decoration.

Porsche makes an expensive ($1,250) navigation radio,
the Porsche Classic Navigation System, for old Porsches like
mine. It’s a single DIN unit with a tiny screen.
In the middle of this project, Porsche actually introduced
the even more expensive radio, the Porsche Classic Communication Management systems (PCCM), which added
CarPlay.
Thesse two parts are supposed to be attached in the
middle. The cassette tapes are for scale.

This was going to be the fifth different radio for this car.
The original radio was a Blaupunkt cassette radio with an
equalizer. I replaced it with a Sony cassette player. I replaced
that Sony with another Sony, this time with a MiniDisc
player (kids, go ask your parent who was into obscure 1990s
music tech before Napster (kids, go ask your parents how
they listened to pirated music before Spotify came along)).
It also controlled a CD changer in the glove box.

I installed the MiniDisc radio the day before the 944
got shipped to Germany.
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I decided that a tiny 3.5″ screen would be useless to me
so I looked for a double DIN solution instead, or at least a
radio with a big screen. For example, the Alpine iLX-107 is
a single DIN chassis radio with a double DIN screen. The
problem with radios like this was either the screen would
block some controls or that there was simply no room for
the screen.
Looking at my radio setup, I was hoping that going to
a double DIN radio would be possible. After all, a German

car manufacturer would surely be compliant to a German
standard, stimmt? It seemed like the 944 had two single
DIN units, which should add up to a double DIN if my math
was right.
1 DIN + 1 DIN = 2 DIN
Critically, the DIN standard does not address the depth
of a radio. It turned out math wouldn’t be my problem, it
would be physics. There isn’t much internet evidence for
installing a double-DIN into a 944, but they exist, which
was enough to emboldened me to try.
My next step was to pick out a radio.
Kenwood DNX9990HD
I started using Kenwood head units when I first replaced
the radio in my then new 2008 Subaru STI. I bought the
Kenwood DNX5120 because it used Garmin maps (kids,
ask your grandparents how they found their way around
before smart phones), and because it had a volume
knob. Later I upgraded to the Android-based Kenwood
DNN991HD, a radio I despised so much I considered burning my car down just to get rid of it (hey, this radio is for
sale! Send me an offer!).
The reason I got the DNN991HD was to put Garmin
European maps in it when I moved to Germany, which
worked out really well. I replaced this with the CarPlayenabled Pioneer AVIC-8200NEX when I returned to the

Kenwood DNX9990HD with the 944 background image

Into the Breach
Almost all of my projects follow a similar course. I meticulously plan and prepare what I can and hope things work
out. At the first sign of trouble, I bail and start improvising
haphazardly.
One of the things I couldn’t plan for here was to get
accurate dimensions of the radio space in the Porsche. It
looked like a double DIN could fit based on all the measurements I could make, but I wouldn’t know for sure until
I could get try the radio in that space.
Narrator: It didn’t fit.
After removing the radio and the equalizer, I had to cut off
the thin metal brace that supported the radio. This was
my point of no return, as putting the car back to original
would be difficult after this butchery.

Squiggly Garmin map lines ahead.

United States. So instead of using the spare DNN991HD I
had lying around, I went on eBay to buy a used Kenwood
DNX9990HD, one of the last Kenwoods that could connect
to the iPod Classic, had Garmin navigation, and was not
Android-based.
With that settled, it was time to break out the Dremel tool.
I had to cut the metal brace in the middle, but didn’t
want to cut the retaining clips in the corners.
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Even this seemingly simple step required multiple trips to
the hardware store for hacksaws and Dremel blades. Once
this was off, I could finally see how well the radio would
fit.
I had bought a double DIN mounting frame where the
radio could slide into. It didn’t fit in the opening quite
right, especially against the mounting clips in the bottom
corners.
Also, a U-bracket on the tunnel that was supporting the
dash interfered with the mounting frame as well. I had
read about someone who removed it to install a radio, but
I wasn’t willing to do that as he had done. This car already
has a lot of squeaks and rattles and I didn’t want to add a
floppy dashboard to the mix.

gap between the enclosure and the radio, whereas the
other one had about a 1/4″ gap all around. This made it a
perfect fit into the center console. All I had to do was cut
the back corners that were interfering with the U-bracket
on the tunnel.

Cutting corners

You can see the beefy black bracket I’ve outlined in red.

The original equalizer was not very deep so it didn’t interfere with the bracket. The Kenwood was much deeper,
so this was not going to work. This lead to frantic internet
searches.
Alpine iLX-W650
Often times it’s better to be lucky than good, and that’s
what happened here. At the January 2019 CES, Alpine
introduced the iLX-W650, a double DIN unit that had
a depth of only 2.4 inches because it didn’t have a CD
player. It became available just as I had started looking for
a new radio.
This is almost a bare-bones unit in terms of features because it relies on a smartphone for functionality. Besides
a standard radio, it comes with CarPlay and Android Auto
compatibility. Unfortunately, it was not compatibile with
the iPod Classic, a key feature I wanted. By this point, just
finding a double DIN radio that fit was my only concern.
Also, I had ordered a couple of extra double DIN
mounting frames during this project because I had forgotten that I had already ordered one. It was still in the
(preCOVID-19) box from China when I ran into my fitment
problem. This smaller mounting frame had almost no
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If it fits, it sits.

Wrappiing It Up
After more Dremel work and some metal cutting, I was
able to get the double DIN mounting enclosure into the
Porsche’s center console. I used cable ties to secure it to
the tunnel and side brackets, making it as strong as if I had
used screws to mount it. And just like that, I could insert
the Alpine into the enclosure with the high probability
that I will never, ever get it out again.
My last bit of luck was finding a trim bezel in my Magical Basement of Stuff that fit perfectly. The only gap I had
was at the bottom of the radio, which I filled using foam
insulation padding because by that point, I didn’t care
anymore.

I also bought another the trim bezel that goes around the
radio and the shifter for the 944. I fully expected to break
mine, so I was ready. Due to preparation and a lot of luck,
nothing happened to the original trim bezel. I even looked
into getting the big, leather-trimmed center console piece
as well.

Having extra parts for an old Porsche isn’t a bad thing.

Ta-da!!

While I had everything apart, I added a USB charging port as
well. The USB charger was designed as a drop-in part for Toyota SUVs, but when you have a Dremel tool, everything fits.

This trivia question was found on
TriviaGenius.com by:
Board member Charlie Brown III.

Other Considerations
As with many modern radios today, the Alpine has to be connected to the parking brake so it can tell if the car is moving
or not. I was having issues wiring this so I bought a little bypass switch from Amazon. Again, I got lucky because I had
bought an extra Alpine connector and I used one of its pins
to help install the bypass into the old Alpine radio harness
connector.
I was able to use the old Alpine harness and connector
because the old and new Alpine radios had almost the same
pinouts except for the parking brake pinout, one of the few
things that saved me time.

One of the cable ties and the Alpine parking brake switch bypass.

(Find the answer on page 27)
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RSR Web and Social Media Project
Interested in Finding Your Inner ‘Digital Native’?
By Event Chair Jon Heidorn

Digital information is increasing in every facet of our lives
with all kinds of platforms and channels (e.g. YouTube,
Facebook, Web, etc..), and a vast amount of information is
available to serve a broad range of interests (e.g. photos,
posts, articles, blogs, tweets, etc..). Take, for instance, our
RSR region as an example: Thanks to Emmanuel Garcia,
we’ve recently migrated our web pages to a WordPress
platform. This upgrade allows better information management and the integration of many applications using an
open plug-in strategy. Meanwhile, Casey Cox has created
an updated Facebook page for the region along with a
YouTube channel, and we found an RSR Instagram account
having some 300 subscribers that is loaded with information. And thanks to Burghard Linn, we have a SmugMug
membership to capture photos of all the various activities
we support as a region… and the list goes on. The point
is, we have many channels and outlets available to the
RSR region that serve our wide-ranging interests, and an
opportunity exists to look into how we can enable crosssharing of information across these multiple platforms and
make it easier for everyone to consume and/or contribute
to the “RSR Community”. Information drives engagement
of a ‘community’ and enables people to feel connected. If
we can make the flow of information across these multiple

media platforms easier, the benefit for our RSR Community
is greatly enhanced.
Emmanuel Garcia, Casey Cox and I have reviewed a conceptual project plan with the RSR Board in the September
meeting that proposed that we look at both “platform”
and “information” strategies across the RSR region. At
Mike O’Rear’s excellent suggestion, we have written this
special “Bahn Stormer Note” to solicit individual RSR
members who are interested in participating in this “multimedia” project. The board was very much in support of
the overall idea and we are looking for anyone who is
interested in learning and/or joining us in the important
effort to improve the RSR’s Social Media presence and, in
doing so, helping to stimulate interest in new people to
join our “RSR Community”. Please reach out to me, Jon @
events@rsp.pca.org, or to Emmanuel @ web@rsp.pca.org.
We plan to start a series of working sessions in October
and hopefully wrap these up by November with a reportout in December. You don’t have to be a social media
expert to join, and in fact this is probably as much of an
opportunity to learn as it is to roll-up your sleeves and
do some of the work. Hope to see you in October…on a
digital video platform!

(Front Seat from page 5)

And that’s the view from the Front Seat.

gasket had failed and was leaking…directly behind (under) a
bracket holding a coolant pipe in place and directly onto the
exhaust manifold.
All is well now (again), and I confidently park the
34-year-old 116,000-mile track car in the garage without
the need for a piece of cardboard underneath…which I find
both satisfying and amazing. The job of doing the R&R on
the cam tower was fun and instructive as it was the first
time I’d dug into the top end of the venerable 4-banger
(you may recall I did the bottom end a couple of winters
ago when I replaced the pan gasket and a few other things
under there). It’s amazing to me how many different ways
are found to build over-head cam engines…but that’s likely
a story for a different time.
I’ll be driving the 944 around a few more times before
settling it in for its long winter rest. Hopefully I’m done…at
least for now…with any additional maintenance issues. Stay
tuned on that one!
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Soul, electrified.
The new Taycan Turbo.

Porsche of Ann Arbor
2575 S. State St.
PorscheAnnArbor.com

Around The Zone
By Lori Schutz -- Zone 4 Representative

Hi Zone 4 Friends and Family,
We are starting to get out there and safely meet up to
enjoy our Porsches this summer. August saw many more
driving tours, cars & coffee events, and yes, even a few
driving schools. This continued into September. I was able
to join the Southeast Michigan gang at Waterford Raceway
for a great day of Driver Education sessions. Despite no

in-car instruction due to the COVID restrictions, we had all
run groups full and the novice drivers were enthusiastic
about their Parade Laps with Pace-setters showing the line.
They will be back in the spring when hopefully we can get
in the cars with them and improve their skills.
HPDE events around the zone are showing great participation, despite no in car instruction - such as Western
Michigan Region at Grattan and upcoming events at Mid
Ohio, Putnam Park, and Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
Finding a silver lining, there have been many humorous
cartoons and other ‘punny’ twists on the COVID situation.
As a sign of the times, when at a Porsche Dealership, I saw
this sign on the floor, as a substitute for the standard ‘stay
6 feet away’ to separate those customers standing in a
check out lane and the like.

And later that week, driving in my Boxster, I had to pull
over and take this photo of the trip odometer reading.
Doesn’t that say it all!

Meanwhile, thinking ahead, I was able to spend a few
days at French Lick Resort area with the Parade Planning
Committee, for an onsite visit. Mark your calendars for the
65th Porsche Parade, July 11-17th. Zone 4 and Zone 13 are
the host zones, and there is so much fun being planned for
us. The concours will feature the Historic Display, this year
with the theme of ‘Blow the Lid off of Summer’, featuring
all the Porsche models with removable (or no!) tops. Let
me know if you have a special Porsche for this display.

Take care and Happy Driving – Lori zone4rep@national.
pca.org
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Be entertained and informed: subscribe to PCAHQ on YouTube
From “The White Collection” to “Intermediate shaft and IMS bearing explained,” there’s no shortage of
content on the PCAHQ YouTube Channel. Sit back and watch cinematic mini-documentaries, track tests,
tech, or DIY videos — there are nearly 300 to choose from!
BE SURE TO SUBSCRIBE TO OUR CHANNEL TODAY @PCAHQ or YouTube.com/user/PCAHQ
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Vintage Munk's
Restorations & Things
since 1969

3088 Huron St. (M-59)
Waterford, Michigan

service@munks.com
248-335-5424
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By Regular Contributor and SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Driving in Style
Like most men I admit to being rather oblivious to clothing styles and trends. But lately I have been paying more
attention to my shoes when it comes to driving my sports
cars and I thought it was time to share the knowledge with
you. For general purpose driving pretty much any shoe
will suffice. But lately I noticed that driving my Porsche or
my Corvette was becoming more of a chore when wearing
my casual walking or sports shoes. I found myself more
preoccupied and anxious about my footwork when driving. Something that should have been second nature was
requiring more of my attention and I found myself making
more driving mistakes and making awkward pedal movements when shifting. The problem was the closeness of the
pedals and narrow foot well space. I might slip off a pedal
or hit two pedals at once or get hung up on the bottom of
the dash. With careful attention I could drive without error
but it was taking away from the spontaneity and fun of driving. Something had to be done.
That something was as simple as going back to wearing
driving shoes. I say going back because I had usually made
an effort to wear driving shoes at track events. The story
doesn’t begin with DE events though. It goes back to my
early days racing Formula Ford with the Jim Russell School.
Driving my Porsche in PCA events did not seem to be an
issue. Trying to fit my size 12 casual sneaker into the small
confines of a Formula Ford was a totally different issue.
Right from the first time, driving these small cars I had a
serious problem. There just wasn’t much room for my feet
to move between the brake and clutch pedals all of which
had the dimension of a postal stamp. The biggest issue
was the clutch pedal and the dead pedal just to the left. In
theory you rest your left foot on the dead pedal for support
until you had to depress the clutch for up shifts or down
shifts. Unless I turned my foot sideways I inevitably did not
depress the clutch pedal properly. A Formula Ford used a
Hewland gear box with no syncro assist. It can be shifted
without the clutch but only with utmost concentration
and perfect timing. Most of the time my left foot got hung
up on a frame tube and did not depress the clutch pedal.
Unfortunately for me my chief instructor Richard Spenard
could easily hear when I shifted without the clutch. He was
not very sympathetic to my cause. He recommended buying driving shoes to spare their precious gear box from my
clumsy feet. That did solve the problem, well most of the

time. As a side benefit I found I drove better in my Porsche
at the track as well. The rounded and very thin soles gave
a much better feel for the clutch take up point and even to
modulate brake pedal pressure.
Another style item was the driving suit. Since the interior of .a Formula Ford is essentially a small cage of tubes
surrounding a gas tank it was obviously required wear to
have a flame retardant driving suit. It didn’t hurt that it
completed the image of being a successful racing driver. My
suit was a very showy gold colored Pyrotec suit which was
the state of the art then. It also happened to be the suit
of choice for Mark Donohue and who didn’t want to look
like Mark? It was two layered which made the addition of
flame proof underwear an option. When I finally gave up
driving formula cars I found Track Time Driving Schools as
my replacement for track driving. How that came about is
a whole story in itself. Being a professional driving school
they were conscientious of the image of their instructors
and required that we wear driving suits. That included driving gloves which I had also found added to my driving comfort and style. Being prone to sweaty palms they were comfortable as well as more visible when giving hand signals to
other drivers.
As you are aware, our current driving school events don’t
require flame proof driving suits and you seldom see anyone sporting one at our events. We do require long pants
and long sleeve shirts. I encourage my students to adopt
driving shoes and gloves. As I tell them it isn’t just style
but when I wear them it puts my mind in serious driving
mode. My shoes and gloves come from Alpinestar just
because my dear wife insists I wear only the top brand. You
can find equally good options from many sources. Piloti
makes very good driving shoes which would have been my
second choice. In fact I was about to shop for some casual driving shoes for street driving until I remembered I
already owned shoes perhaps a bit showy for street driving
but would meet my needs. Now I am back to enjoying my
street driving in my sports cars and making far fewer shifting mistakes.
Tom Fielitz
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Rally Sport Region Polar Bear Run
Sunday November 8th, 2020
Rally Sport Region members are invited to take that one last drive before putting your
babies away for the winter. The beautiful driving route through the country roads west of
Ann Arbor takes about 1 1/2 hours.

To be guaranteed a map please RSVP to
sebastian@arbormotion.com by November 5th.
The Polar Bear Run meeting time is 10:00am at the McDonald’s parking lot on Zeeb Rd
and I-94. We push off at 10:30am with an expected drive time of 1 1/2 hours.

WAIVERS: Procedures for a Pandemic Safe
waiver signing will be emailed at a later date.
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Porsche Club of America
Rally Sport Region -- Board Meeting Minutes
Monday, September 14, 2020

Peter Grant: President...........................................Present
Kevin Kral: Vice-President.......................................Present
Burghard Linn: Treasurer........................................Present
Mary Ann Kantrow: Secretary.................................Present
Mike O’Rear: Editor.................................................Present
Charlie Brown III......................................................Present

Dave Finch...............................................................Present
Jon Heidorn.............................................................Present
Matt Huber.............................................................Present
Jeremy Goddard.......................................................Absent
William Rogers.........................................................Absent

Members & Visitor Present: Glenn Trapp, Phil Mather,
Christian Maloof, and Emmanuel Garcia.

Events Committee: Jon Heidorn reviewed the following
schedule.
• Oct 17 – Fall Color. Host: Stewart & Sally Free
• Nov ?? – Polar Bear Run. Host: Sebastian Gaeta

Call to Order: Peter Grant called the Zoom meeting to order
at 7:04PM.
President’s Report: Mike O’Rear needs a subscription for
Adobe to support the newsletter. The club will pick up the
subscription fee.
Meeting Minutes: August 3rd and 10th meeting minutes
were reviewed. Motion: To approve meeting minutes
passed.
Treasurer’s Report: Burghard reviewed the August Financial report. Motion: To approve the financial report passed.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to club members. Email Burghard Linn at burghard.linn@gmail.com
Insurance Report: No report.
Advertising Report: No report.
Membership: Glenn announced that the club membership
is up to 327 members.
Track Report: Christian stated that he will not have time to
work on the weekday events, but he will be able to support
the Grattan weekend event and his is investigating another
weekend event for next year. Phil Mather and Kevin Kral
have volunteered to work on the weekday events at Waterford. Tom Krueger has stepped down as our track registrar
and Charlie Brown will take on that role.

New Business: National PCA is moving forward to provide
cloud-based storage for documents and video/pictures. This
will lead to updates to the website and allow integration of
our social media sites. Currently we don’t have a lot of cross
sharing on our sites. Jon Heidorn shared a document that
summarized the potential and project recommendations to
integrate our social media sites and the website.
We will feed the content through the website. Eman has
been updating photos of member’s vehicles. He will ask
permission to post those pictures on the media sites. Jon
will type up an article for the newsletter about this project
and ask for volunteers. Kevin Kral is also willing help.
Old Business: The ballot for this year will be in the next
newsletter.
Motion: To adjourn the meeting passed unanimously at
8:12PM. Minutes taken by Mary Ann Kantrow, Secretary.

Answer to Charlie Brown III’s question.
The correct answer is “The owner’s initials”

Newsletter: Mike set the deadline to 27-Sept. He is asking
for tech articles.
Website: Comments in New Business
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CL A SSIFIED A DS
CARS FOR SALE
1992 968: 6sp, 92k miles, 4 year old leather interior (dash,
door cards, center console),
original rims, maintained
at Automotive Techniques,
coil over suspension. More
pictures available. $24,750. Matt Huber 313-806-8505 or
911Huber@gmail.com (8/20)
			
928 GTS: Rare late model 1994 build, in exceptional original condition. Supple Dove
Grey leather interior in excellent condition. 59,500
miles. 4 speed automatic
transmission. Service history file, 928 owners club registry listed as U.S. 008, VIN#
WPOAA2921RS820087. A collector caliber car with PCA
member provenance from original purchase. $65,000 Contact: John Dorscht 586-243-2470 cell or by email jpdorscht@
gmail.com (03/20)
1985 Porsche 911 Carrera Cabriolet: Black on Black. 82,000
miles. All done - needs
nothing! Engine transmission, clutch, windshield,
seats, battery, tires, body
and shocks. More pictures
are available. $58,995 OBO.
questions please contact Kevin Watson at 734-646-8045
(03/20)
The following two ads are placed by member and advertiser Conrad Zumhagen. You can see more details and
photos at www.SellYourSportsCar.net. Contact Conrad at
+1.734.645.5778 or email Conrad@SellYourSportsCar.net
2006 Porsche 911 Carrera S (997) Coupe: 3.8L 355HP.
6-SpeedManual Transmission. VIN: WP0AB29966S740189.
41,671 Miles. Carmon Red
Metallic/Slate Grey. Sport
Chrono Plus & more. Window
sticker, manuals, records, car
cover, clean Carfax. $41,997.
Call Conrad at 734-645-5778.
See the complete description and photo gallery via this link:
https://conta.cc/3lliUjP (09/20)
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Set of four unmolested factory original Porsche wheels:
(Boxster II design) with Porsche
color crest center caps, for 987
Boxster/Cayman 2005 – 2008.
May fit other Porsche models
with 5 X 130 mm bolt pattern.
Front: 6.5JX17, ET 55, Porsche
Part No. 987.362.122; Rear: 8JX17, ET 40, Porsche Part No.
987.362.126 . $900 (Pick up in Ann Arbor). (8/20)
OTHER ITEMS
TRACK-READY WHEELS/TIRES for Boxster/Cayman: Fit all
981 Series, and probably
new 718 Series too. Bridgestone Potenza RE71R, front
tires 235/45-18, rear tires
265/45-18. Same correct overall diameter as production
19” or 20“ tires. Tires have 4/32” to 5/32” tread remaining. This is the best street legal racing tire that Bridgestone
makes, slightly noisy but super grippy. Mounted and balanced, ready to go on Sport Edition Cup 4 wheels, front 18 X
8, rear 18 X 10. $875.00/set. Free delivery in NW Ohio or SE
Michigan. Call Dave at 419-376-0110. (8/20)
Genuine Porsche 911/Cayman 18” 997 Wheels: No curb
rash. Has old winter tires (Michelin Alpine), but they were
stored in a climate controlled
environment - so, still soft. No
dry rot and could be used. All
balanced and ready to go. 11x18
ET51 and 8x18 ET57. Buyer pays
shipping or pickup from Michigan. $1250 Call 313-909-7815
(7/20)
Set of 18” Formula 43 Aluminum Center Lock Wheels:
cost $4,500 new. Purchased for my
2011 GT3RS and I believe they would
also fit a 997 Cup Car or maybe a
997 wide body (Turbo?). 12”x 18”
- 46mm offset, 9”x 18” - 47mm offset, Excellent condition $2,250 Tom
Krueger 313-570-2223 (5/20)

Two full sets of BMW wheels: From 2008 3 Series. One with
old winter tires. $300/set or
$500 for both. Contact Vigen
Darian 313-587-8637, (text
preferred) or Vbdarian@comcast.net (5/20)

To place a classified ad in The Bahn Stormer, please
contact bahnstormer@rsp.pca.org (Put “Bahn Stormer
Ad” in the subject line). Non-members will be charged
$5.00/quarter. Ads more than six months old may be
removed unless resubmitted.

2002 Boxster wheels: Tires have been removed. Small blemishes but very presentable. F:
17x7 ET55. R: 17X8.5 ET48.
$300 OBO contact at phil@philmatherracing.com (10/19)

997 Parts: Parts are from a 911 997 generation 2 Carrera 4S:
used K&N air filters, new oil filter with O-ring,
used 7mm wheel
spacers, Porsche
shoulder
harness pad, Center
muffler, Manual
Shifter Assembly, Intake Plenum, Will sell separately. Buyer
pays shipping or pickup from Northville MI. $500. John McIver; (734) 765-4585; mrjohnmciver@gmail.com (09/19)
Car Storage: heated, secured $550 up to 6 months. Call Clem
Weierstahl 810-636-2840. (09/19)
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From the Back Seat
By RSR Vice-President Kevin Kral

The last few months I have been racking my brain to come
up with something I think is worth writing about and the
right thing usually finds me at the right time. This year I
have been taking my kids (really at the direction of my
daughter) to watch the races at Waterford. She loves it and
insists we do touring laps! And I am more than happy to
oblige! At the last race she asked me for a pink and purple
race car! I showed her a few picture of kid karts and told
her she needs to be 5 to start driving one. A few days later
when we called my parents for something, instead of saying hello, she asked Grammy and Grampy for a pink and
purple race car! I officially have a car addict! And I’m over
the moon about it!

It has been really fun seeing a new car addict blossom.
Always wanting to go for rides in the Porsche, wanting to
be at the track, and wanting to learn how to work on the
car. What triggered this article for me this month was while
I was working on sending out this past months Bahn Stormer and my daughter Cora really wanted to help. So much so
she roped her brother Jensen in as well. It’s fun to see how
much of being in this club is about the people and the fun
you can have in any aspect of being in the club. In writing
“From the Back Seat”, it is fun to see the perspective from
someone that is literally in the back seat. It’s the moments
in that back seat that drive who we are and end up being
and the interests we all have. Till next time, let’s take some
time to ride in that back seat and rediscover what makes
our “P” cars so much fun!

Two future car addicts.
Daughter Cora and son
Jensen. Both are
obviously well read.
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The Bahn Stormer
2686 Parkridge Dr., Ann Arbor, MI 48103

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

©Porsche Cars North America, INC. Porsche Recommends seat belt usage and observation of all traffic laws at all times

The$heirs$to$over$60$years$of$racing$legacy.$$Divided$equally.$
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